At high angleof attackandlowdynamic pressure, conventional aerodynamic control surfaces lose theireffectiveness andareoftendrivento theirlimits. Couplingbetween theairframe andactuation maybecome theparamount concern ratherthanthecomplex aerodynamics.In particular,structural integration characteristics suchas hingemoments, effective actuator stiffness, andairframe/control surface damping become important.Actuators arecustomarily represented by low-order transfer functions matched to actuator test data, and controlsurface stiffness is oftenmodeled as a linearspring. 1 Morerealisticprediction of airframe/actuation coupling ismotivated bythemoreimposing demands for agilityenhancement.
The importantASE modelinguncertainties are, therefore, predominantly a functionof aerodynamics andactuation.This paperconsiders the impact of thesemodelinguncertainties on predictingASE dynamics, with emphasis onthe high-angle-of-attack flightregime of an F/A-18aircraftmodifiedwith engineexhaust turning vanes for thrust vectoring.As such,detailedactuatormodelsareemployed, which consider the physical, electrical, andmechanical elementsof actuation.These resultsarecompared with ASEanalyses in whichtheactuators aremodeled with low-order transferfunctions, andcorresponding control surfacedynamicstiffness is simulatedas a linear spring. Groundtest data are usedto investigatethe differences in accuracy. Since sustained highangle-of-attack flighttendsto belimitedto low-speed conditions, because of pilot tolerance andfor structural integrityreasons, aerodynamic forces aregenerally low. Hence, if the modaldynamics andthe actuation are adequately modeled and validatedfrom ground-testing, it is conceivable that aeroservoelasticity isreduced to essentially a servoelastic phenomenon for this flight regime(unsteady plumeaerodynamics arenot addressed). Thishypothesis is investigated by varying theorderofapproximation, or number ofaerodynamiclagstates, in computing the unsteady aerodynamics. Flighttest dataareusedto determine the effects onaccuracy asa functionofmodel complexity. At the 5°angle-of-attack condition ( Fig. 10(a) ), the low-order actuator result with four aerodynamic lag terms yields a damping level that is too conservative (unstable) near 9 Hz (antisymmetric wing first bending), yet the same actuator modeling with no aerodynamic lag terms gives a modal damping near 9 Hz, which is too high. This extreme variability between high-and low-order aerodynamic modeling with loworder actuator modeling at low angle of attack and high dynamic pressure was also indicated in the directional loop gain of Fig. 9(a) .
Another anomaly occurs at the 70°angle-of-attack condition in Fig. 10(d) , where the low-order actuator modeling produces damping levels that are too high compared with the flight estimates near 9 Hz (antisymmetric wing first bending) and 13 Hz (antisymmetric wing first torsion), even though Fig. 9 functions.Theimpactsofthe unsteady aerodynamic modeling wereexamined by varyingthe orderof approximation, or number of aerodynamic lagstates, in the formulation.Testdata froma thrust-vectoring configuration of an F//A-18aircraftarecompared to predictions to determine the effects on accuracy asa functionofmodeling complexity. High-angle-of-attack ASEanalyses requiredetailed actuator dynamics modeling. Detailed modeling ofactuator hydraulicandelectromechanical properties is important foranyASEanalysis regardless offlightcondition.However, thecoupling mechanisms between actuationandstructural dynamics aremorepronounced with the decreased dynamic pressure characteristic of sustained high-angle-of-attack flight. Unsteady aerodynamicforcesarerelativelyinsignificant for modal stabilityanalyses at theseflight conditions. Closedloopstabilitypredictions compared withflight-derived estimates showthat a low-order actuatormodel may produceunreliablestabilityestimates at any flight condition. .-'A ".. Frequency, Hz (c) 40°angle of attack. 
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